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Abstract: The hypothesis that a warm ocean feature (WOF) such as a warm eddy may cause a
passing typhoon to undergo rapid intensification (RI), that is, the storm’s maximum 1-min wind
speed at 10-m height increases by more than 15.4 m/s in 1 day, is of interest to forecasters. Testing
the hypothesis is a challenge, however. Besides the storm’s internal dynamics, typhoon intensity
depends on other environmental factors such as vertical wind shear and storm translation. Here we
designed numerical experiments that exclude these other factors, retaining only the WOF’s influence
on the storm’s intensity change. We use a storm’s translation speed Uh = 5 m/s when surface cooling
is predominantly due to 1D vertical mixing. Observations have shown that the vast majority (70%) of
RI events occur in storms that translate between 3 to 7 m/s. We conducted a large ensemble of twin
experiments with and without ocean feedback and with and without the WOF to estimate model
uncertainty due to internal variability. The results show that the WOF increases surface enthalpy flux
and moisture convergence in the storm’s core, resulting in stronger updrafts and intensity. However,
the intensification rate is, in general, insufficiently rapid. Consequently, the number of RIs is not
statistically significantly different between simulations with and without the WOF. An analytical
coupled model supports the numerical findings. Furthermore, it shows that WOF-induced RI can
develop only over eddies and ambient waters that are a few ◦C warmer than presently observed in
the ocean.

Keywords: rapid intensification; typhoons; tropical cyclones; warm ocean features; warm eddies;
vortex asymmetry

1. Introduction

We follow Kaplan and DeMaria [1] to define typhoon or tropical cyclone rapid intensi-
fication (RI) when the storm’s maximum 1-min wind speed at 10-m height increases by
more than 15.4 m/s in 1 day. Typhoons that undergo RI at least once in their lifetime are
often significant storms of Category 3 and above [1–3]. They are potentially dangerous
when the RI occurs just before the storm makes landfall. Two infamous examples are Hur-
ricane Katrina (2005) in the Gulf of Mexico and Typhoon Haiyan (2013) in the Philippine
Sea (120◦–155◦ and 2◦ N–35◦ N). Both cost thousands of lives and hundreds of billions
of dollars.

An ocean’s warm feature (WOF) may trigger RI as the storm passes [4–8]. We shall
call this the WOF-RI hypothesis. Here, a WOF has a finite horizontal extent of several
hundred kilometres. Its warm layer measured from the surface to the 26 ◦C isotherm, the
Z26, exceeds 60 m: Z26 & 60 m [9]. Examples include the Kuroshio and warm mesoscale
eddies [10,11]. The definition also applies to summertime shallow continental shelf water
with temperature everywhere warmer than 26 ◦C [8,12]. The idea is as follows. Because of
the thicker Z26, the sea surface temperature (SST) in a WOF would not be readily cooled
below 26 ◦C by the typhoon wind through mixing and upwelling. As a result, the water
temperature remains above 26 ◦C and warmer than the surrounding sea outside the WOF.
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The WOF may then ‘boost’ the surface enthalpy flux as the storm passes, increases the
potential intensity [13] of the storm, and may cause it to intensify rapidly.

Besides internal dynamics, the RI process also depends on external factors other than
the WOF, such as the environmental vertical wind shear and storm’s translation [14–20].
The influence of WOF and other factors are implicit in observational and model data.
Therefore, testing the WOF-RI hypothesis is challenging since these other factors need
to be removed from the data to isolate the WOF’s influence. A recent analysis of global
observations did not indicate a statistically significant relationship between RI and WOF,
most probably because of the different factors in the observations [21].

On the other hand, testing the WOF-RI hypothesis is of interest. It may deepen our
understanding of the RI process and improve the intensity forecast. It is well-accepted
in the scientific community that one can more accurately forecast typhoon tracks than
intensity [22]. Although a WOF continuously evolves, the evolution is, in most cases,
sufficiently slow compared to the faster time scale taken for a storm to translate across
it. The WOF is then approximately ‘frozen’ at the state before the storm [23]. Therefore,
since WOFs in the open ocean appear as locally elevated sea-surface height anomalies on
satellite altimetry maps, the locations and timings of potential RI events may be identified
by laying the forecast storm track on the map. Studies have shown that the forecast of
intensity changes is improved by including WOFs in the forecast [19,24,25].

In this study, we test the WOF-RI hypothesis by designing a model that isolates the
influence of WOF on intensification. We then conduct experiments with and without
the WOF inserted in the model and estimate the model spread due to internal dynamics
using a large model ensemble. The results show that while an ocean’s WOF can cause
a passing typhoon to intensify, it also induces increased storm asymmetry and cooling
due to ocean feedback. Both factors reduce the rate of intensification. Consequently, the
simulations that include WOF do not yield a statistically significant difference in RI events
than those without the WFM. A simple analytical model with ocean feedback supports the
numerical fining.

2. Methods
2.1. The Problem of Testing the WOF-RI Hypothesis

Our goal is to design a model that retains WOF as the only external environmental
influence on typhoon intensity change. Consider a typhoon translating from east to
west at the uniform speed Uh over a WOF. To accomplish uniform translation in the
model, one usually specifies a constant steering flow. However, steering flow induces
azimuthal asymmetry in the storm, which modifies intensity [16,26,27]. A variable Coriolis
parameter (f, the β-effect) also induces asymmetry and modifies intensity; moreover, it
generates intensity-dependent storm movement [16,28]. These effects would make the task
of maintaining uniform translation and isolating the storm’s response to the WOF difficult.
Therefore, we set steering flow and β to zero. We let the typhoon be stationary and instead
let the WOF translate from west to east under the storm. Here, the WOF is an initially
axisymmetric warm eddy. The typhoon sees and responds to a changing SST field as the
warm eddy, which also evolves as the storm acts on it, approaches from the west, passes
under the storm and leaves to the east (Figure 1). The model result then would support the
WOF-RI hypothesis if it passes the following two-step test:

(1) The warm eddy triggers RI while there is no RI in an otherwise identical model run
without the warm eddy;

(2) The number of RI events in a large ensemble of the model run with the warm eddy
is statistically significantly more than the RI events for the corresponding twin runs
without the warm eddy.
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Figure 1. (Top) plan-view plots of 10-m wind (vectors; for clarity, vector length is the same for speeds >50 m/s, and vectors
with speeds <25 m/s are not plotted) superimposed on SST (shading) at days 2, 3, and 4; and (Bottom) vertical xz-section
plots of ocean temperature (shading with black contours 18, 20, 28 ◦C, gray contours 27.5 and 27.9 ◦C and magenta contours
28.1 and 28.5 ◦C.

2.2. Modelling Strategy

We use an f -plane model (f = 5 × 10−5 s−1 at 20◦ N) with zero steering flow, and
the typhoon remains nearly stationary. The typhoon centre (where the sea-level pressure
SLP is minimum) wobbles slightly about its initial point during the model integration,
about ± 20 km. However, that is small compared to the typical eddy diameter of ~300 km.
We then make the warm eddy translate from west to east under the storm. The coding
is straightforward when the model typhoon and warm eddy do not interact, in the limit
of Z26 → ∞. In this case, there is no ocean feedback, and we can kinematically translate
the eddy. In general finite Z26, we may translate the eddy by specifying a free-stream
flow. However, this would produce a secondary circulation due to eddy-mean flow
interaction unrelated to and complicating the RI-WOF problem. Therefore, we simplify the
ocean model to consist merely of one-dimensional ocean columns [29–32]. The typhoon
and ocean interact through exchanges of surface momentum and enthalpy fluxes. Such
one-dimensional ocean approximation is widely used in coupled tropical cyclone-ocean
simulations [5,33]. Emanuel [33] obtained highly accurate intensity predictions using such
an approximation. As horizontal gradients are nil, the eddy cannot self-advect [30–32]. We
can, again, kinematically translate the eddy. We exchange variables every 1 h by feeding a
moving SST to the atmospheric grid and moving surface fluxes to the ocean grid. Ocean
velocities are neglected in the exchange as they are much smaller than the typhoon wind.
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2.3. The Atmosphere and Ocean Models

We use the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) [34] model for the typhoon and the
Princeton Ocean Model (POM) [31,35–37] for the ocean.

The WRF domain is 3000 km × 3000 km × 25 km, periodic in x (’zonal’) and y
(’latitudinal’). The model’s initial vortex and spin-up follow Rotunno and Emanuel [38],
also used in [39,40]. Thus, the initial state is horizontally homogeneous with the vertical
environmental profiles specified using observations. We place an axisymmetric vortex
at the centre of the model domain (x, y) = (0, 0). The initial vortex is in hydrostatic and
gradient-wind balance with an adjusted temperature field. The horizontal grid spacing is
uniform ∆x = ∆y = 3 km, enabling the model to simulate ‘vortical hot towers’ [39]. In the
vertical, 35 σ-levels are used. There are eight σ-points in the surface boundary layer with
the lowest model level at 30 m. The grid coarsens to about 300 m at 2 km height and about
600–850 m further up in the model atmosphere. The model uses the Yonsei University
surface boundary layer scheme [41]. For microphysics, we use the Kessler scheme [42], the
Single-Moment 6-class graupel scheme (WSM6) [43], and the NSSL 2-moment 4-ice scheme
with predicted CCN [44] in different runs. No cumulus parameterisation was used in this
relatively high horizontal resolution model [45]. We cap the surface drag coefficient CD
at 2.5 × 10−3 for 10-m wind speed greater than 33 m/s [46,47] and the surface enthalpy
exchange coefficient Ck at 1.7 × 10−3 [48]. Radiative effects are represented by Newtonian
relaxation to the basic state’s potential temperature, using a relaxation time constant of
12 h [38,39].

The POM solves vertical profiles (z) of currents, potential temperature, and other
variables beneath every grid point of the WRF. It uses the Mellor-Yamada level-2.5 tur-
bulence scheme [49] for turbulence parameterisation. The SST evolution arises from one
dimensional stirring of each vertical water column [29–32]. The ocean is 500 m deep with
free-slip and zero heat flux conditions imposed at the bottom. There are 100 σ-levels with
∆z = 0.25–1 m in the upper 100 m of the ocean, stretching to ∆z ≈ 10 m at deep levels.
Salinity is constant (35 PSU).

2.4. Model Parameters

The warm eddy’s initial SST is Gaussian: T = Tcon + δT exp[−(|x − xec|2/Le
2)], where

x is the position vector, Tcon = 28 ◦C is the ambient SST, δT = 1 ◦C is the peak anomaly at
the eddy’s centre at xec, and Le = 106 km is the Gaussian radial scale (Figure 1). We use
Tcon = 28 ◦C based on observations that most RI events occur between 10◦–23◦ latitudes
where the SST is between 27 ◦C and 29 ◦C [21,50]. The Le = 106 km corresponds closely
to eddies’ global-mean radial scale in the 10◦–23◦ latitudes [11]. The δT = 1 ◦C is near the
observed maximum warm SST anomaly (above the ambient SST) where RI events have
been found [21,25,51]. Three ambient values of Z26 = ∞, 90 m and 60 m were selected.
The Z26 = ∞ corresponds to an ocean of fixed SST decoupled from the atmosphere. The
Z26 = 90 m (60 m) is typical of the observed Z26 from 10◦–20◦ (20◦–23◦) latitudes [21,23,52].
Note that most RI events are over the ocean where the Z26 ≥ 90 m. The initial ambient
temperature profile mimics the Philippine Sea’s observed profile [31]. It has a surface mixed
layer of 50 m (18 m) with a uniform temperature of 28 ◦C for Z26 = 90 m (60 m). Below
the mixed layer to z = −Z26 is a seasonal thermocline. Further down to the model bottom
includes the main thermocline. We similarly prescribe the initial temperature profile inside
the eddy. However, the mixed layer inside the eddy is thicker, equal to 80 m (50 m) at the
eddy’s centre for Z26 = 90 m (60 m), as shown in Figure 1 for Z26 = 90 m. Observations have
shown that the vast majority (70%) of RI events occur in storms that translate between 3 to
7 m/s [53]. We, therefore, choose a translation speed of Uh = 5 m/s. The Uh = 5 m/s also
corresponds closely to the mean translation speed of tropical cyclones in the western North
Pacific [54]. The ocean response is supercritical Uh/c > 1 [32,55–57], where c = mode-1
(oceanic) baroclinic phase speed ≈ 2.5 m/s in the tropical and subtropical western North
Pacific [58]. Vertical mixing then predominantly controls the SST cooling [55], justifying
the one-dimensional ocean approximation [33].
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2.5. Model Integration

The initial vortex becomes a tropical cyclone with a core diameter of about 100 km
shortly before day 2 when the maximum 10-m wind speed V exceeds 18 m/s. We insert
the warm eddy at this time at a distance of 500 km west of the storm’s centre. The eddy
then translates eastward to pass under the typhoon and further to the east, as explained
before. Simultaneously, the storm continues to intensify while the ambient and eddy’s
SST is continuously modifying and, for Z26 6= ∞, being modified by the wind. Rapid
intensification events generally occur between days 2 and 5. The storm is near its peak
intensity shortly after that on days 5~6. Each model run was carried out for ten days,
although the focus will be on the first 6~7 days. We also conduct an identical run without
the eddy referred to as the “Control” run. We generate 16 sets of ensemble experiments
using different microphysics, Z26 and initial conditions. We use the Kessler and WSM6
schemes for Z26 = ∞, 90 m and 60 m, and the NSSL scheme for Z26 = 90 m and 60 m, each
repeated twice with different initial conditions.

Figure 1 shows an example of the model integration for the case of Z26 = 90 m. It
illustrates how the typhoon and warm eddy develop by plan-view plots of the 10-m wind
superimposed on SST (top panels) and vertical section-view plots of the ocean temperature
from z = 0 to −200 m (bottom panels), at days 2, 3, and 4. On day 2, the initial vortex
has just developed to become a nascent tropical cyclone. The warm eddy remains far to
the west of the typhoon. On day 3, a cold wake of SST cooler than 28 ◦C trails behind
the storm. The mixing of the ambient sea from day 2 to 3 by the now well-developed
typhoon produces the cooler SST. The 28 ◦C mixed-layer depth outside the eddy has
thinned to ~20 m and has surfaced in the cold wake. The mixed-layer depth also thins west
of the storm because the typhoon wind is quite strong ahead of the storm. Oey et al. [56]
observed such “ahead-of-storm” cooling in buoy measurements ahead of Hurricane Wilma
(2005) in the open Caribbean Sea. The storm has just arrived directly over the warm eddy,
which has changed little, and the SST remains warmer than 28.5 ◦C in the cyclone core
(radius . 100 km). On day 4, the typhoon has moved past the warm eddy as it continues to
intensify. The warm eddy has become only slightly smaller in its wake despite having just
experienced the strong wind. Thus, the warm eddy shields the typhoon from interacting
with cooler SST while the storm is over the eddy. This shielding ability may give rise to
a “boost in enthalpy” as the storm crosses the eddy. The boost may potentially cause the
typhoon to undergo RI, according to the WOF-RI hypothesis.

3. Results
3.1. Model Response and Rapid Intensification

Figure 2 shows the 1-km wind vorticity ζ at days 2, 3, 4, and 5 (top to bottom rows)
for the control and the eddy experiments (left and right columns). These vorticity plots
show intense vortical structures similar to those simulated by Montgomery et al. [39].
The maximum cyclonic ζ achieved in our simulations is ~2 to 3 times stronger because
of the higher ambient SST (28 ◦C instead of 27 ◦C) specified in our model. On day 2,
Figure 2 shows initially localised centres of cyclonic convective cells. From day 2 to day
3, these cells intensify and linger after each cell has collapsed. The lingering vorticity
anomalies are drawn inward by the secondary circulation and are sheared tangentially
around the parent circulation, resulting in rapid intensification. The cyclone then stabilises
with a slight increase in intensity from day 3 to day 4. In the eddy run, this is when
the warm eddy has just passed the typhoon. The eddy experiment shows a more rapid
increase in intensity than the control experiment: +4 m/s increase from day 3 to day 4
in the eddy experiment compared to +2 m/s of the control experiment. However, the
increase is insufficient to trigger an additional rapid intensification. From day 4 to day 5, a
further vortex axisymmetrisation occurs as the eyewall continues to shrink, accompanied
by a second rapid intensification in both the control and eddy experiments. Despite
the differences, the overall features of the eddy experiment are similar to the control
experiment. The final maximum wind speed achieved on day 5 is slightly more intense
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than the control experiment (75 instead of 71 m/s). However, the eddy experiment still
shows features such as the collapse of vortical cells, inward-drawing of cyclonic vorticity
anomalies, and vortex axisymmetrisation. In this experiment, the boost in enthalpy due
to the warm eddy can increase the rate of intensification and the final intensity of the
modelled typhoon. However, the increase is insufficient to trigger additional RI events
than the control experiment without the warm eddy. Instead, the RI process is chiefly due
to the modelled cyclone’s internal dynamics [39,59].
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Figure 2. Vertical vorticity ζ × 104 (s−1) at z=1 km on days 2, 3, 4, and 5 (from top to bottom rows)
for (left) the control and (right) the warm-eddy experiment. Blue contours: ζ = (−3, −1) × 10−4 s−1,
black: ζ = (3, 6) × 10−4 s−1, red: ζ = 20 × 10−4 s−1, white: ζ = 40 × 10−4 s−1, and yellow: ζ = (60, 80,
100, 120) × 10−4 s−1. White asterisk marks minimum SLP location. Dark-red circle at day 3 (right)
is eddy SST = 28.8 ◦C when the eastward-moving eddy is under the storm. Maximum 10-m wind
speeds are shown at lower-left, showing RI from days 2 to 3 and days 4 to 5. Note day 2 is the same
for both experiments.
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Other members of the ensemble experiments display similar responses described
above. Figure 3 shows the control and eddy experiments’ maximum 10-m wind speed (V)
for all ensemble members. The ensemble-mean V of the eddy experiments is consistently
higher than the mean V of the control experiments during intensification from days 2–6.
The ensemble-mean difference ∆V, eddy minus control, is about +1 to +4 m/s. Larger
∆V values occur after the storm passes the warm eddy on day 3. Thus the warm eddy
intensifies the storm. However, the increased speed is statistically insignificant. In all
16 member pairs, whenever the eddy run develops an RI, the control run also develops the
RI. In each case, the eddy run does not produce more RI events than the control. The total
number of RI events for the control ensemble is 32, the same as that for the eddy ensemble.
In other words, the eddy experiments fail Step 1 of the WOF-RI hypothesis test.
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Figure 3. Maximum 10-m wind speed vs. model day from day 2 to day 10. Thick lines are ensemble
means for control (blue) and eddy (red) experiments, with bars the 95% ± confidence intervals. Thin
lines are individual members. The red dotted shade indicates when the warm eddy is under the
typhoon core (~100 km) in the eddy experiment.

3.2. Large Ensemble

We obtain a large sample of RI events by conducting an ensemble of 152 experiments
with a horizontal grid resolution of 15 km × 15 km used in previous studies [38,60,61].
The vertical grid and model set-ups are identical to the 3 km × 3 km resolution experi-
ments of the previous section. However, the 15 km × 15 km resolution runs uses cumulus
parameterisation [45]. We conducted experiments with combinations of physical parame-
terisations (Table 1) and model parameters (Table 2), as summarised in Table 3. We used
24 MP + CU combinations and the “standard” model parameters Le = 106 km, Tcon = 28 ◦C,
δT = 1 ◦C, and Uh = 5 m/s, to run Z26 = ∞, 90 m and 60 m experiments. We ran each
experiment twice using different initial conditions, yielding a total of 144 experiments.
We then re-ran the MP18 + CU14 combination eight more times, using “non-standard”
parameters Le = 212 km, Tcon = 27 and 29 ◦C, δT = 2 ◦C, and Uh = 1 m/s, each run with
other parameters fixed at the “standard” values. The three runs (Le = 212 km, Tcon = 29 ◦C,
Uh = 1 m/s) were repeated twice using different initial conditions, while the remaining
two runs (Tcon = 27 ◦C, δT = 2 ◦C) once. We treat these “non-standard” runs as sensitivity
experiments since the values are not often observed in the RI region [21]. Together, the
total 152 experiments generate a wide range of internal model variability.
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Table 1. WRF microphysics (MP) and cumulus (CU) parameterisations and descriptions.

MP or CU Descriptions

MP 1 Kessler
MP 4 WSM 5-class
MP 6 WSM 6-class graupel

MP 18 NSSL 2-moment 4-ice scheme with predicted CCN
MP 21 NSSL 1-moment, (6-class)
CU 4 Old GFS simplified Arakawa-Schubert scheme (SAS)
CU 14 New GFS simplified Arakawa-Schubert scheme from YSU
CU 6 Modified Tiedtke scheme
CU 16 A newer Tiedtke scheme
CU 1 Kain-Fritsch (new Eta) scheme (KF)
CU 11 Multi-scale Kain-Fritsch scheme
CU 99 Previous Kain-Fritsch scheme
CU 2 Betts-Miller-Janjic scheme (BMJ)
CU 5 Grell-3D ensemble scheme (G-3)

Table 2. Model parameters used in the 15 km × 15 km resolution ensemble experiments. Underlined
are “standard” values typically observed in 10◦–23◦ latitudes in western North Pacific, where most
RI events occur [21].

Parameters Values Meaning

Le 106 and 212 km radial scale of warm eddy
Tcon 27, 28 and 29 ◦C initial ambient SST (=control initial SST)
δT 1 and 2 ◦C initial eddy’s peak SST anomaly
Uh 1 and 5 m/s typhoon translation speed
Z26 ∞, 90 m and 60 m initial ambient depth of the 26 ◦C isotherm (=control initial Z26)

Table 3. The MP and CU (Table 1) combinations used in the 15 km × 15 km resolution ensemble
experiments. Check symbols (X) indicate combinations using the “standard” model parameters
Le = 106 km, Tcon = 28 ◦C, δT = 1 ◦C, and Uh = 5 m/s and all three Z26 values (Table 2) (144 members),
and check-and-square symbol (2�) indicates the combination using “non-standard” parameters
Le = 212 km, Tcon = 27 and 29 ◦C, δT = 2 ◦C, and Uh = 1 m/s, each run with other parameters fixed at
the “standard” values (8 members); see text.

CU4 CU14 CU6 CU16 CU1 CU11 CU99 CU2 CU5

MP1 X X X X X X X X X
MP4 X X X
MP6 X X X X X
MP18 X 2� X X X
MP21 X X X

We conduct both control and eddy simulations in each case and calculate the modelled
typhoon response to the warm eddy as the difference “eddy minus control”, denoted by ∆,
as before. The ensemble average and spread across the ensemble give the mean response
and estimate of the model uncertainty.

3.2.1. Warm-Eddy-Induced Amplified Circulation

We begin by describing the warm-eddy induced primary (swirling) and secondary
(overturning) circulation response. We azimuthally average each experiment’s atmospheric
variables around the typhoon centre, defined as the minimum SLP. Then, we take the
variables’ differences for each ensemble member pair (eddy minus control), ensemble-
average them, and plot them in the radial and vertical section view. Figure 4 shows the
results for members in the upper-quartile of intensity on day 5 when the response is near
the maximum. The warm eddy induces (i) an increased vertical velocity along the eyewall
(Figure 4a vectors and red shading), (ii) an increased outflow in the upper troposphere
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at ~200 hPa (Figure 4a vectors, and Figure 4c red shading), (iii) a decreased core pressure
(Figure 4a, blue dashed contours), and (iv) an intensified azimuthal wind with a maximum
just inside the eyewall near the edge of the boundary layer at z ≈ 1 km height (Figure 4b
red shading and solid contours), coinciding with where (v) there is a radial convergence
into the eyewall in the boundary layer (Figure 4c blue shading and dashed contours).
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Figure 4. Ensemble mean differences (eddy minus control = ∆) of various fields in azimuthally
averaged radial and vertical section at day 5: (a) pressure ∆p (blue contours, hPa) and radial
and vertical velocity (∆u, ∆w) vectors superposed on color shading of vertical velocity ∆w (×10);
(b) azimuthal velocity ∆v (positive into page) and (c) radial velocity ∆u (positive outward) (m/s).
A total of 39 members in the upper-quartile of intensity were used to construct this plot. Values of
|∆w| . 0.1 m/s, |∆v| . 0.63 m/s, |∆u| . 0.6 m/s, and |∆p| . 0.7 hPa, are not significant at the
95% confidence level based on the nonparametric Wilcox-Mann-Whitney test [62,63].

We now identify processes responsible for the increased intensity response due to the
warm eddy. We tested various parameters that can affect intensity change [52]. We found
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that low-level moisture flux convergence (MFC) and intensity are most closely related. To
show this, we calculate MFC from 1000 hPa to 700 ha [21]:

MFC = − 1
ρg

∫ 700

1000
∇·(→uq)dp. (1)

Here, q is the specific humidity, p is pressure, ρ is density, and g is gravity. We then
average ∆MFC and ∆V from days 3 to 7 and regress them (Figure 5). The plot indicates a
significant correlation between ∆V and ∆MFC, consistent with previous theoretical and
observational analyses [16,21,64]. Thus, the warm eddy increases the upward transfer
of surface enthalpy flux and moisture convergence in the cyclone core, accompanied by
stronger updrafts and increased azimuthal wind speeds.
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Figure 5. Regression of ∆V vs. ∆MFC, averaged from days 3 to 7, plotted as normalised quantities by
their respective standard deviations Ystd and Xstd shown in the bottom legends. Top legends display
the regression slope, r2 and p values. Members (red dots) in the upper-quartile of intensity were used.
Black line is the linear least square fit, and the 45◦ dashed line is the perfect fit line for reference.

3.2.2. Probability Density Function of Lifetime Maximum Intensity

The large sample of modelled typhoons enables us to calculate the number of storms
grouped by their lifetime maximum intensity (LMI), expressed as the probability density
function PDF.

Figure 6a compares the PDF for the control (blue bars) and the warm eddy (red bars)
experiments. The control experiment PDF shows a bimodal distribution with two peaks: a
primary peak in the 35–40 m/s (“minor-category”) intensity range and a secondary peak
in the 55–60 m/s (“major-category”) intensity range. The warm eddy experiment PDF
also shows a bimodal distribution. The primary peak is less conspicuous and is shifted to
the right, confirming that warm eddy can make a passing storm more intense. However,
for stronger storms with LMI > 45 m/s, the PDF is similar to the control PDF (except the
50–55 m/s range where Eddy PDF shows a small value). To understand these behaviours,
we separate the storms into a subgroup that undergo RI at least once in their lifetime and
the remaining subgroup of storms that do not have any RI. We calculate their PDF and
denote them as PDFRI and PDFnonRI.
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Figure 6. (a) The probability density functions grouped in lifetime maximum intensity, PDF, of control (blue) and eddy
(red) experiments. (b) The PDFs of storms undergo RI at least once (solid) and that have no RI (dash) for the Control (blue)
and eddy (red) experiments. (Note that parts of the blue solid line coincide with and are covered by the red solid line. For
reference: major storms of Category 3 (Saffir-Simpson scale) and above have wind speeds ≥50 m/s).

Figure 6b plots the PDFRI (solid lines) and PDFnonRI (dashed lines) for the control (blue
colour) and warm eddy (red colour) experiments. The 35–40 m/s intensity range is entirely
(100%) made up of non-RI storms for the control experiments. Therefore, the non-RI storms
wholly contribute to the primary peak of the control experiment in Figure 6a. On the other
hand, the 55–60 m/s intensity range is dominated by RI storms (67%), while the remaining
33% is due to the non-RI storms. Therefore, the secondary peak seen in the control PDF
of Figure 6a is primarily due to the RI storms. In other words, storms that undergo rapid
intensification tend to evolve into “major-category” storms. The bimodal distribution and
its connection with RI and non-RI storms are very similar to the characteristics found for
observed tropical cyclones [2,3].

The warm eddy experiments behave in much the same way. Figure 6b shows that
the rightward shift of the primary peak in PDF is due entirely (100%) to non-RI storms.
The RI storms again account for most (67%) of the secondary peak. They tend to evolve
into “major-category” storms as in the control experiments. However, the warm eddy
PDFRI is nearly identical to the control PDFRI, which means that the intensification due to
warm eddy is insufficient to yield more RI events. The PDF results of the large ensemble
experiments do not pass Step 2 of the WOF-RI hypothesis test.
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3.2.3. Vortex Asymmetry

Although the warm eddy experiments produce some storm intensification, they do
not yield more RI events than the control experiments. Are there aspects of the warm eddy
experiments that can tame the intensification rate and prevent the modelled storm from
triggering additional RI events?

Previous studies have shown that vortex asymmetry is not favourable to intensifi-
cation [16,19,65]. The model develops asymmetry with or without the warm eddy (see,
for example, Figure 2; also [39]). However, finite translation and wind-dependent surface
enthalpy fluxes introduce asymmetric perturbations to the cyclone. We examined if across
the ensemble warm eddy experiments’ vortices are significantly more asymmetrical than
the otherwise identical control experiments without the warm eddy. We define asymme-
try (A) as the deviation of the speed of 1000–200 hPa depth-averaged wind (U) from the
azimuthally averaged (denoted by <.>) wind of the Control experiment:

A(r, θ, t) =
∣∣U∣∣− ∣∣< Ucon >

∣∣, U =
∫ 200hPa

1000hPa
udp/800hPa. (2)

Here, u(r,θ,p,t) is the wind at the radial (r), azimuthal (θ), pressure level (p), and time
(t). The subscript “con” denotes ‘control.’ (We tested other ways to define asymmetry, for
example, using the 10-m wind or the Zhang and Oey’s [21] moisture flux convergence. All
give very similar results. The form adopted here gives, in the limit of the Control solution
being symmetrical: Ucon → < Ucon > , we have Acon→ 0; also, Aeddy→ 0 in the additional
limit of a vanishing eddy).

Figure 7a,b show an example of Aeddy (a) compared with the corresponding Acon (b).
Both show a mixed radial mode-1 plus azimuthal mode-1 pattern [66]. The Aeddy pattern
is rotated roughly 7◦ anticlockwise relative to the Acon pattern. However, this relative
rotation does not affect asymmetry as we can eliminate it by adjusting the azimuthal origin.
Figure 7a,b shows that the magnitude of Aeddy is larger than Acon, and it is clear that for this
example, the Aeddy is more asymmetric than Acon.

To quantitatively compare all Eddy and Control asymmetries, we define an asymmetry
metric (AM). We first collocate all storms to a common centre (x, y) = (0, 0) defined, as
before, as where the SLP is minimum. We then sort storms for which the Aeddy has a greater
or equal number of zero crossings than the corresponding Acon along the principal direction
within a radial distance of 200 km. Beyond this distance, the A-values are very small. In the
examples shown in Figure 7a,b, the principal directions are 45◦ and 38◦ for Aeddy and Acon,
respectively, and each has three zero-crossings. The majority (97%) of Aeddy and Acon satisfy
this condition. The remaining members (3%) not satisfying the condition have very weak
amplitudes, and we discarded them. (They have no visible effects on the result if included).
Finally, we area-average the absolute value of A and normalise it by the maximum speed
(S) of the 1000–200 hPa depth-averaged wind:

AM(t) =
x
|A|drdθ/(S

x
drdθ), S(t) = Max

(∣∣U∣∣). (3)

Here, the double integral is over a circle of 200 km centred at (x, y) = (0, 0). According
to (3), larger AM indicates greater asymmetry. Note that the Eddy experiment’s S is almost
always larger than the Control experiment’s S. The normalising tends to decrease the
Eddy AM.

Figure 7c shows the Eddy and Control AM’s for the ensemble experiments, organised
according to 24 groups of the Control experiment (see caption). All but one (group#12)
have larger AM for the eddy than the Control experiments. The “total mean ± s.d.” for
all 24 groups for Eddy and Control experiments are statistically significantly different:
(4.2 ± 0.37) × 10−2 and (2.75 ± 0.53) × 10−2. These results indicate a more significant
asymmetry of the simulated vortex in the Eddy experiments than the Control experiments.
We conclude that, while the presence of warm eddy can intensify the storm, the warm
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eddy-induced perturbation also produces a greater asymmetry in the vortex. That tends to
tame intensification and prevent the modelled storm from intensifying rapidly.
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intervals, estimated using Eddy experiments simulated to cover the model parameters listed in Table 2. The “total mean ±
s.d.” for all 24 groups of Eddy and Control experiments are (4.2 ± 0.37) × 10−2 and (2.75 ± 0.53) × 10−2, respectively.

4. Discussion

Several studies have observed anecdotes of an apparent connection between warm
eddies and RI events. We discuss three cases here. Shay et al. [4] noted that Hurricane Opal
(1995) rapidly intensified as it passed over a Loop Current warm eddy. Lin et al. [5] associ-
ated Typhoon Maemi’s (2003) RI with the storm crossing a warm eddy in the Philippine
Sea. Oey and Lin [23] noted that Typhoon Soudelor (2015) underwent multiple RIs while
crossing a series of warm eddies in the Philippine Sea.

However, unlike the idealised model used in the present study, isolating the warm
eddy’s influence on intensity change from observations or realistic model simulations
poses a challenge. In addition to the storm’s internal dynamics, typhoon intensity change
depends on other environmental factors besides warm eddies. Perhaps the environmental
vertical wind shear (Vs) is the most documented. Strong wind shear vs. &10 m/s is
detrimental to intensification [26]. Wind shear vs. <10 m/s favours intensification and vs.
.4 m/s favours rapid intensification [67]. Bozart et al. [68] found that Hurricane Opal’s
rapid intensification also coincided with when the environmental vertical wind shear
became very weak, vs. <4 m/s, an environment that is favourable for RI [67]. Oey and
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Lin [23] showed that Typhoon Maemi’s RI coincided with the storm entering and exiting a
pocket (closed contour) of low vs. <4 m/s. Oey and Lin [23] conducted an environmental
attribution analysis of Typhoon Soudelor. They concluded that the contribution to the
storm’s intensity variation due to vs. is the largest (62%), followed by warm eddies’ Z26
(27%) and others. The multiple RIs coincided with the storm entering a pocket of low vs.
<4 m/s in the Philippine Sea.

Kowch and Emanuel [59] analyzed multiyear global data and concluded that random
environmental and internal variability primarily control RI. Zhang and Oey [21] found
no statistically significant preference that RI develops over warm eddies in the global
ocean. Thus, attributing observed RI events to warm eddies alone is potentially incomplete.
Our finding that there is no statistically significantly different number of RI in eddy and
non-eddy experiments is not inconsistent with these observations. On the other hand, in
agreement with the model, observations indicate that warm eddies can intensify a passing
storm, and intensity forecasts incorporating warm eddies are improved [24,25].

This study shows that a typhoon passing a warm eddy develops a greater vortex
asymmetry than without the eddy. The asymmetry works against the intensity-boosting
effect of the warm eddy. It lessens the chance for RI and decreases RI events that may
otherwise develop in the eddy experiments.

On the other hand, the reason why a warm eddy cannot easily trigger RI may be
more fundamental. As a storm passes over a warm eddy, the increased SST δTe due to the
eddy increases its maximum potential intensity (MPI) [13], δVm. This δVm represents an
upper-bound increased wind due to the eddy. Figure 8 shows δVm (colour shading) as
a function of δTe and the ambient SST To. The δVm = 15.4 m/s black line separates the
upper-right (δTe, To)-space where a warm-eddy induced RI is possible from the lower-left
space where RI is impossible. For To . 29 ◦C and δTe . 1 ◦C presently observed in the
western North Pacific, warm eddy-induced RI events are unlikely.

With ocean feedback, an increased δVm increases upper-ocean mixing, producing SST
cooling. The cooling would reduce δVm, which in turn modifies the amount of cooling in a
coupled manner. Our WRF-POM experiments include these and other complex processes.
In the Appendix A, we derive an analytical solution to include only the essential features
of the coupled process. To the first order, the solution is (Appendix A Equation (A5)):

δVm = a × δTe/(1 + b × FT).

Here, a and b are ambient state-dependent coefficients. The a× δTe is the MPI estimate
of the warm eddy-induced intensification. The b× FT (>0) is the coupling term that includes
the contribution (FT) from ocean cooling caused by the translating storm. The formula
shows that ocean cooling always reduces δVm. The FT is inversely proportional to Uh
and the square of the upper-ocean thickness (e.g., Z26): FT~1/(Uh Z26

2). Thus, the ocean
cools more for slower storms or thinner Z26, or both, which reduces δVm. For very deep
Z26~∞, FT vanishes, and ocean feedback is negligible. Ocean feedback is also weak for
very fast storms since there is then little time for ocean mixing and the feedback to the
storm is negligible. Intensification is then due to the warm eddy alone and becomes the
MPI estimate: δVm = a × δTe. In Figure 8, we plot the δVm = 15.4 m/s lines (dashed blue)
obtained from the coupled solution and display them for different Uh. Ocean cooling
shifts the (δTe, To)-space for RI further to the upper right, making it harder for warm
eddy-induced RI to develop. For RI to develop, the eddy and ambient climatology would
have to be exceedingly warmer than their present-day values of δTe . 1 ◦C and To . 29 ◦C.
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Figure 8. Colour shading: maximum possible intensity change δVm due warm-eddy δTe warmer
than the ambient SST To. White dashed lines show the (δTe, To) values observed in the western
North Pacific RI region and used in the WRF-POM model: eddy with δTe 1 ◦C warmer than the
ambient To = 28 ◦C. Blackline shows the δVm = 15.4 m/s contour separating RI on the upper right
from non-RI on the lower left. The blue dashed lines do not correspond to the colour shading. Instead,
they show the δVm = 15.4 m/s contours of the analytical coupled model accounting for ocean cooling
at different translation speeds Uh = 9, 7, 5 and 3 m/s. For very fast Uh, the blue dashed line tends to
the black 15.4 m/s line. The ocean has two layers with equal thickness = 100 m. This figure includes
the second-order term in the analytical model. See Appendix A.

5. Conclusions

This study examines if an ocean’s warm eddy may cause a passing typhoon to undergo
rapid intensification. We conducted a large ensemble of numerical experiments covering a
wide range of model parameters and observed quantities applicable to the western North
Pacific typhoon region. The model excludes the environmental vertical wind shear and
storm translation and focuses only on the warm eddy’s influence. We use twin experiments
with and without the warm eddy to calculate the warm eddy’s influence. The results show
that the warm eddy’s presence increases the low-level moisture convergence flux into the
passing typhoon’s core, intensifying the storm. However, the warm eddy also increases the
storm’s asymmetry, which tends to tame intensity. As a result, the experiments with warm
eddy do not show a statistically significantly different number of rapid intensification
events than the experiments without the eddy. A simple analytical model supports the
numerical model’s conclusion. It provides an upper-bound estimate of warm eddy-induced
intensification and shows, in particular, how ocean feedback always reduces the chance
for RI.

Our results are applicable to storms translating at supercritical speeds Uh > 3 m/s, for
which 1D ocean mixing is approximately valid. Future work should extend using a full 3D
ocean model to examine RI in slow storms over warm water.
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Appendix A. An Analytical, Air-Sea Coupled Model of WOF-Induced Intensification

Appendix A.1. Increased Intensity Due to WOF

A typhoon encounters a WOF (e.g., a warm eddy) with surface temperature δTe
warmer than the ambient SST To The warmer SST increases the wind, which we can
estimate using the maximum potential intensity theory [13]. We use the empirical form
given by DeMaria and Kaplan [69]:

Vm = A + B eC(T − 30), (A1)

where Vm (m/s) is the maximum wind, T (◦C) is the SST, and A = 15.69 m/s, B = 98.03 m/s,
and C = 0.1806 ◦C−1 are for the western North Pacific [17]. Thus

δVm = (∂Vm/∂T)|o δT + (∂2Vm/∂T2)|o δT2/2 + O(δT3); (A2)

where (..)|o means evaluation at the ambient state To. Setting δT = δTe gives an estimate
of the increased intensity as the storm encounters the warm eddy. Figure 8 plots δVm
(colour shading) as a function of δTe and To. The δVm = 15.4 m/s solid line delineates
the (δTe, To)-space on the upper right (lower left) where a warm-eddy induced RI is
possible (impossible).

Appendix A.2. Ocean Cooling

The increased δVm due to the warm eddy increases upper-ocean mixing, producing
SST cooling. The cooling would reduce δVm, which then modifies the amount of cooling in
a coupled manner. We now formulate a simple ocean model to achieve the coupling.

We assume no horizontal variation and divide the near-surface ocean into two active
layers of thicknesses h1 and h2. Layer 1 consists of warm water of uniform temperature T1
from sea-surface to z = −h1. Layer 2 consists of cooler water of uniform temperature T2
(<T1) from z = −h1 to z = −h2. There is also a third, deep layer from z = −h2 to the ocean
bottom, which we assume to be inactive and needs not concern us. We first obtain the SST
cooling due to a travelling storm by equating the potential energy required for the two
layers to mix into a single layer of uniform temperature to (a fraction of) the wind energy
of the storm. We then obtain the change in SST due to change in the maximum wind as
(after some algebra):

δTO = −FT δVo + O(δVo
2),

FT = (L/Uh)(ρa/ρo)[4/(3π)][h2/(h1 + h2)][(γCd)3Vo
2]/[(g/2)αh2h1]. (A3)

Here,

δTO = Tmix − T1 is the change in SST due to δVm;
Tmix = the uniform temperature of the mixed, single layer;
δVo is the change in the maximum wind;
Vo is the maximum wind of the incoming storm, taken to be 30 m/s;
L is the storm’s radius, ≈200 km from core to ~18 m/s [70];
Uh is the storm’s translation speed;
ρa/ρo is the ratio of air to seawater densities, ≈10−3;
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γ is the “mixing efficiency”, ≈0.02 [71];
Cd is the wind drag coefficient, ≈2 × 10−3 [46];
g is the earth’s gravity, ≈10 m/s2;
α is seawater’s thermal expansion coefficient, ≈3 × 10−4 K−1 [72];
h1 is Layer 1′s depth, ≈100 m; and
h2 is Layer 2′s depth, ≈100 m.

At the location where we calculate δTO, the SST is mixed and cooled by (a fraction of)
the time-integrated wind power of the storm as it approaches and arrives in time ≈(L/Uh).
This SST cooling is the “ahead-of-storm” cooling caused by the front half of the storm [56].
The “back half” cooling occurs after the storm’s core has left and is assumed to have
negligible effects on the storm’s intensity.

The factor “4/(3π)” accounts for wind energy input into the ocean, caused by a wind
that rises to the maximum Vo as the storm’s front half arrives; then the wind drops to zero,
modelled as Wind = Vo sin[πtUh/(2L)], for 0 ≤ t ≤ L/Uh, = 0 otherwise.

The mixing efficiency γ takes into account that only a fraction of the wind power
goes into mixing. The value of γ = 0.02 is for strong boundary stirring at high buoyancy
Reynolds number [71,73–75], which we assume is the case of upper-ocean mixing by a
tropical cyclone.

The values of h1 ≈ 100 m and h2 ≈ 100 m are typically observed in the RI region in
western North Pacific for the depths from surface to the 26 ◦C isotherm z = −Z26, and from
z = −Z26 to the 20 ◦C isotherm z = −Z20 [32].

Appendix A.3. The Coupling

To close the model and incorporate air-sea coupling, we set δVo = δVm in (A3) and
substitute

δT = δTe + δTO (A4)

into (A2) to obtain the desired equation for δVm (Setting δVo = δVm to close the model
would likely overestimate the effect of ocean cooling, since δVo is generally less than δVm.
However, the upper-bound δVm in (A5; or the full quadratic form) and the qualitative
effect of ocean cooling are unchanged). Keeping only the linear δT term, the equation is:

δVm = [(∂Vm/∂T)|o δTe]/[1 + (∂Vm/∂T)|o FT]. (A5)

It shows that ocean cooling decreases the intensification which the storm would
otherwise achieve with warm eddy alone without the cooling. Note that FT is inversely
proportional to Uh, the upper-layer depth h1, and the total depth (h1 + h2):

FT~1/[Uh h1 (h1 + h2)]. (A6)

Therefore, the decreased intensification by ocean cooling is more for slow storms. On
the other hand, the effect of SST cooling diminishes with a thicker upper layer, like (h1)−2.
The δVm increases to its warm eddy-induced intensification (i.e., due to δTe alone) for very
fast storms or when the warm upper layer is very thick. For very fast storm, there is little
time for ocean cooling and feedback to the storm. For very thick upper layer, it is harder to
entrain cool lower-layer water to the surface.

Figure 8 shows the δVm = 15.4 m/s (blue dashed lines) obtained from (A2), (A3) and
(A4) for various Uh. The 15.4 black line is for Uh = ∞. Ocean cooling shifts the 15.4 m/s
line further to the upper right, making it harder for a warm eddy-induced RI to develop.
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